B.A. in International Studies

Learning Outcomes

An INT graduate can:

- Produce written and/or oral work that exhibits mastery of the content areas found in the core courses of the major: nationalism, international relations, social movements, cultural analysis, international political economy, and critical geography.

- Write scholarly essays presented in a format consistent with *The Chicago Manual of Style*, using reliable primary and/or scholarly sources, drawing valid inferences from the evidence presented, making unified arguments, logically presented, that are coherent and cohesive.

- Make arguments, whether in a written or oral context, that are logically valid and based on reliable evidence, critique arguments that are logically invalid or lack adequate evidence, and use these to propose well-considered real-world courses of action.

- Conduct research or communicate in professional contexts using at least one language other than English.

- Analyze the mathematical basis of moderately technical arguments in the field of international political economy.

- Analyze how historical pathways inflect present meanings and both constrain and enable what can be done in the present and the future.
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